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Behind Straight Curtains
Bitterness
This text is intended as a practical guide for physicians and surgeons who treat
diseases of the breast, both benign and malignant. Thus, general surgeons,
internists, family practitioners, gynecologists, surgical oncologists, radiation
oncologists, and medical oncologists will find this book useful. The management of
breast diseases requires a multidisciplinary approach, and this textbook therefore
includes the views of a wide range of specialists from throughout the world. Today
the treatment of breast diseases is largely predicated on the results of randomized
prospective trials. The results of many clinical trials are discussed in detail, and
readers will find this book to be a useful guide to the evidence-based treatment of
breast diseases. The revised edition provides a comprehensive update of the
previous version of the book. Specifically, it contains 2 new chapters: “Molecular
Classification of Breast Cancer” and “Breast Cancer Molecular Testing for Prognosis
and Prediction”. In addition, since publication of the previous edition, the results of
numerous adjuvant systemic therapy and neo-adjuvant systemic therapy trials
have been published, and this edition provides a comprehensive overview of these
trials and discusses how they have changed the management of breast cancer.
Similarly, there have been, in the last few years, important new developments in
the local therapy of breast cancer. This edition discusses these new developments
and particularly recent developments and controversies concerning the
management of the axilla in patients with primary breast cancer. New guidelines
with respect to radiotherapy are also reviewed and discussed. Finally, all chapters
in the book are thoroughly revised and updated to provide readers with current
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understanding of the biology and treatment of breast cancer.

Banking and Monetary Policies in a Changing Financial
Environment
Forensic science has undergone dramatic progress in recent years, including in the
areas of DNA collection and analysis and the reconstruction of crime scenes.
However, too few professionals are equipped with the knowledge necessary to fully
apply the potential of science in civil, criminal, and family legal matters. Featuring
contributions from renowned experts in the forensic, scientific, and legal
professions, Forensic Science and Law: Investigative Applications in Criminal, Civil,
and Family Justice communicates the wide range of methods and approaches used
for achieving justice in these circumstances. A solid grounding in the underlying
principles of our legal system provides a context for understanding how these
methods are applied. The book brings together the words and thoughts of diverse
professionals whose common goal is to uncover the truth. About the editors Cyril
H. Wecht, M.D., J.D., is actively involved as a medical-legal and forensic science
consultant, author, and lecturer. Currently coroner of Allegheny County
(Pittsburgh), Pennsylvania, he is certified by the American Board of Pathology in
anatomic, clinical, and forensic pathology and is a Fellow of the College of
American Pathologists and the American Society of Clinical Pathologists. Dr. Wecht
is a Clinical Professor at the University of Pittsburgh Schools of Medicine, Dental
Medicine, and Graduate School of Public Health, an Adjunct Professor at Duquesne
University Schools of Law, Pharmacy and Health Services, and a Distinguished
Professor at Carlow University. He is a past president of both the American College
of Legal Medicine and the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. Dr. Wecht is
the author of more than 500 professional publications and has appeared as a guest
on numerous national television and radio talk shows. John T. Rago, J.D., is
Assistant Professor of Law at Duquesne University School of Law and the Director
of both The Cyril H. Wecht Institute of Forensic Science and Law and the Law
School’s Post-conviction DNA Project. He teaches criminal law and procedure to law
students and graduate courses on wrongful convictions, foundations in American
law and constitutional criminal procedure to students in the university’s Bayer
School of Natural and Environmental Sciences. Professor Rago also serves as an
appointed member to the Innocence Project’s Policy Group of the Cardozo School
of Law in New York. He is admitted to practice before the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court, the United States Supreme Court, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit and the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania.

When Scotland Was Jewish
A perceived rise in autism worldwide has led to a dramatic increase in autism
research. This is a uniquely interdisciplinary text that presents the latest findings
regarding the physiological, neuropathological, neurochemical and clinical
elements of autism.

Finance at Work
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A Hero on Mount St. Helens
This workshop furthers the dialogue among scientists, land managers, landowners,
interested stakeholders & the public about how individuals are addressing climate
change in natural resource management. Discussions illustrated the complexity of
global climate change & the need for managers to consider how the impacts of
climate change will unfold across regional & local landscapes. The workshop
offered examples of how managers are already responding to those aspects of the
global climate change that they can see or perceive. While no comprehensive
solutions emerged, there was an appreciation that policy complexity may exceed
the science complexity but that eventually the accumulation of local actions will
shape the future.

Wages, Bonuses and Appropriation of Profit in the Financial
Industry
This book provides a history of the efforts of the US National Science Foundation to
broaden participation in computing. The book briefly discusses the early history of
the NSF's involvement with education and workforce issues. It then turns to two
programs outside the computing directorate (the ADVANCE program and the
Program on Women and Girls) that set the stage for three programs in the NSF
computing directorate on broadening participation: the IT Workforce Program, the
Broadening Participation in Computing program, and the Computing Education for
the 21st Century program. The work looks at NSF-funded research and NSF-funded
interventions both to increase the number of women, underrepresented minorities
(African Americans, Hispanics, and American Indians) and people with disabilities,
and to increase the number of public schools offering rigorous instruction in
computing. Other organizations such as the ACM, the Computer Science Teachers
Association, and Code.org are also covered. The years covered are primarily 1980
to the present.

Forensic Science and Law
This book presents a collection of articles on various aspects of current research on
aging. These include model systems, cellular, biochemical and molecular aspects
of experimental aging research, as well as selected intervention studies on agerelated diseases. Aging is a global challenge to human society. Children are always
in a hurry to become adults, while adults produce offspring and add to the gene
pool. However, after adulthood or the attainment of reproductive maturity, all
physiological parameters of the living organism start to undergo the aging process.
Old age sets in slowly but surely, and usually continues for a prolonged period. If
vigor and vitality are the main advantages of adulthood, old age offers the rewards
of experience and maturity. Biologists ask questions such as: Why do we age? How
do we become old? Is it possible to slow down, postpone or even prevent aging? In
turn, medical experts ask: What are the diseases associated with old age? Are
there medicines that can help affected elderly patients? In fact both groups are
asking themselves how can we add more health to old age. Healthy aging is the
dream of every individual. But to achieve this, it is fundamental that we first
understand the cellular, biochemical and molecular basis of the aging process in
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mammalian cells, tissues and intact living organisms, which can serve as
experimental model systems in Biomedical Gerontology. Once the biology of aging
is understood at the genetic and molecular levels, interventional approaches to
aging and its associated diseases may be easier to plan and implement at the
preclinical level.

Pension Fund Economics and Finance
Six articles in Changing scenes represent the ongoing reassessment of fin de siècle
literature in Finnish research. The period was seen in earlier research as something
of a national renaissance or golden age and interpreted in the light of its national
symbols and meanings. Only recently has more attention been paid to its
international dimensions and its role in the modernisation of Finnish culture. In
particular the spotlight has been trained on the reflection in Finnish literature of
manifestations of the degeneration thinking so common in Europe at that time.
Research has also picked out works and writers that featured less in earlier
studies. One modernist Finnish poet, Neustadt Prize-winning Paavo Haavikko, is
also examined in an article representing the latest Finnish research in this field.

Management of Breast Diseases
This comprehensive guide serves to illuminate the rise and development of
FinTech in Sweden, with the Internet as the key underlying driver. The multiple
case studies examine topics such as: the adoption of online banking in Sweden;
the identification and classification of different FinTech categories; process
innovation developments within the traditional banking industry; and the Venture
Capital (VC) landscape in Sweden, as shown through interviews with VC
representatives, mainly from Sweden but also from the US and Germany, as well
as offering insight into the companies that are currently operating in the FinTech
arena in Sweden. The authors address questions such as: How will the regulatory
landscape shape the future of FinTech companies? What are the factors that will
likely drive the adoption of FinTech services in the future? What is the future role of
banks in the context of FinTech and digitalization? What are the policies and
government initiatives that aim to support the FinTech ecosystem in Sweden?
Complex concepts and ideas are rendered in an easily digestible yet thoughtprovoking way. The book was initiated by the IIS (the Internet Foundation in
Sweden), an independent organization promoting the positive development of the
Internet in the country. It is also responsible for the Internet’s Swedish top-level
domain .se, including the registration of domain names, and the administration
and technical maintenance of the national domain name registry. The book
illustrates how Sweden acts (or does not act) as a competitive player in the global
FinTech arena, and is a vital addition to students and practitioners in the field.

Children in Intensive Care
Knots are familiar objects. We use them to moor our boats, to wrap our packages,
to tie our shoes. Yet the mathematical theory of knots quickly leads to deep results
in topology and geometry. The Knot Book is an introduction to this rich theory,
starting from our familiar understanding of knots and a bit of college algebra and
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finishing with exciting topics of current research. The Knot Book is also about the
excitement of doing mathematics. Colin Adams engages the reader with
fascinating examples, superb figures, and thought-provoking ideas. He also
presents the remarkable applications of knot theory to modern chemistry, biology,
and physics. This is a compelling book that will comfortably escort you into the
marvelous world of knot theory. Whether you are a mathematics student, someone
working in a related field, or an amateur mathematician, you will find much of
interest in The Knot Book.

London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games
A limited, leather bound , individually numbered edition of the magnificent official
celebration of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. A glorious
keepsake of the London 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games, full of
unforgettable images, powerful quotes and fascinating statistics. It traces the
whole incredible story, from early preparation through the creation of the Olympic
Park, the Torch Relay and the innovative Cultural Olympiad. It explores both
Games in detail, revealing how record–breaking athletes, spectators, volunteers
and locals have all made London 2012 their own. Beautifully designed and
featuring the Games′ most evocative photography and a foreword by Sebastian
Coe KBE, London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games: The Commemorative Book
captures the magical atmosphere of a once in a lifetime event. Only 2012 have
been produced and will only be available for sale until the end of the year.

Women and Underrepresented Minorities in Computing
The legendary long-distance runner details his historic victory in the 1975 Boston
Marathon that launched the modern running boom Within a span of two hours and
nine minutes, Bill Rodgers went from obscurity to legend, from Bill Rodgers to
"Boston Billy." In doing so, he instantly became the people's champ and the poster
boy for the soulful 1970s distance runner. Having won the Boston Marathon and
New York Marathon four times each, he remains the only marathoner to have
appeared on the cover of Sports Illustrated twice. Winning the Holy Grail of
marathons in an unthinkable record time changed Bill's life forever. But his
dramatic breakthrough in Boston also changed the lives of countless others,
instilling in other American runners the belief that they could follow in his
footsteps, and inspiring thousands of regular people to lace up their shoes and
chase down their own dreams. In the year before Rodger's victory at the 1975
Boston Marathon, 20,000 people had completed a marathon in the United States.
By 2009, participants reached nearly half a million. Thirty-seven years later Bill
Rodgers still possesses the same warm, endearing, and whimsical spirit that turned
him into one of America's most beloved athletes. In Marathon Man he details for
the first time this historic race and the events that led him there.

Participation in Computing
This book, by W. Dorr Legg, founder of ONE Institute, with the help of other
longtime ONE leaders David Cameron and Walter L. Williams, gives a thorough look
at this pioneering gay rights group that began in Los Angeles in 1952. ONE started
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by publishing America's first homosexual magazine, and then branched out into
offering America's first classes in what is now called Gay and Lesbian Studies, and
published ONE Institute Quarterly of Homophile Studies (America's first academic
journal in Gay and Lesbian Studies). In 1954 ONE sued the U.S. Post Office for
refusing to distribute ONE magazine through the mails, which in 1958 resulted in
the first U.S. Supreme Court ruling in favor of gay rights.

Homophile Studies in Theory and Practice
A stable and sound financial system plays a critical role in mediating funds from
surplus units to investors, making it a prerequisite for economic development.
Financial intermediaries have been vulnerable to adverse changes in the local and
global economy and experienced frequent bubble-and-bust episodes historically.
Analyses of financial crises reveal that the incentive created by neo-liberal
financial principles is inconsistent with stable financial systems, and viable
solutions require structuring institutions in a way that incentives are well aligned
with the fundamental principles of financial systems. By drawing on the theoretical
framework of the financial restraint model, this book analyses financial sectors’
rents or bank rents and their effects on banks’ performance and stability, and
presents evidence on the relationship between rent and incentive through case
studies of both developed and developing countries.

Bill Rodgers' Lifetime Running Plan
Historical, statistical, biographical and bibliographical information about The
Gambia, Africa and its leaders.

Capital Flows, Financial Markets and Banking Crises
In this remarkable memoir former Olympian and Kardashian family member Caitlyn
Jenner reveals shocking and heartbreaking stories from her journey to become a
transgender woman and fight for the LGBTQ+ community. "Imagine denying your
core and soul. Then add to it the most impossible expectations that people have
for you because you are the personification of The American Male Athlete." Bruce
Jenner, the celebrated Olympic icon and later the patriarch of one of the most
famous families in the world, seemed to be living a dream life of success, fame,
and prosperity. But the all-American image and million-dollar smile belied a lifelong
struggle with gender dysphoria, and it wasn't until the sensational Diane Sawyer
interview that the public mask of Bruce Jenner was finally retired, and through the
memorable Vanity Fair piece by Buzz Bissinger, that Caitlyn Jenner was introduced
to the world and set free to exist on her own terms. Since then, Caitlyn has
undertaken an arduous emotional and physical odyssey to achieve the
completeness she always felt was missing. In THE SECRETS OF MY LIFE, Caitlyn
reflects on the inner conflict she experienced growing up in an era of rigidly
defined gender identities, and the cruel irony of being hailed by an entire nation as
the ultimate symbol of manhood. She recounts her Olympic triumph, her rise to
fame, and relates how her sense of frustration and shame grew with the passing
years and the lengths to which she had to go to conceal her true self. Caitlyn in
turn uncovers the toll that these personal struggles had on her three marriages
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and, subsequently, the relationships with her children. She also talks candidly
about her life in the public eye as a member of the Kardashian clan, what led to
her decision to become Caitlyn, and how she, her family, the transgender
community, and the rest of the world has since embraced her new life. Filled with
incredibly personal and moving stories of struggle and victory, of anxiety and fear,
and, finally, of surrender and acceptance, THE SECRETS OF MY LIFE reveals the
real Caitlyn Jenner by tracing her long and eventful journey to becoming herself.

Curiosity Studies
Although this is the most written-about episode in Swedish postwar diplomacy, this
is the first book to scrutinize the impact of Sweden's Vietnam War policy on its
domestic politics.

The Secrets of My Life
This title is directed primarily towards health care professionals outside of the
United States. The needs of critically ill children are unique and this handy pocket
book will be invaluable to anyone who needs a quick account of intensive care
procedures. It brings together all the vital information in one source and in an
accessible format. The text is organised by body systems and gives helpful hints
on managing children with various conditions. Tables of normal values are included
and additional information is provided about equipment needed in a paediatric
emergency.

Limnology and Aquatic Birds
Pension fund benefits are crucial for pensioners’ welfare and pension fund savings
have accumulated to huge amounts, covering a major part of world-wide
institutional investments. However, the literature on pension fund economics and
finance is rather limited, caused, in part, to limited data availability. This book
contributes to this literature and focuses on three important areas. The first is
pension fund (in)efficiency, which has a huge impact on final benefits, particularly
when annual spoilage accumulates over a lifetime. Scale economies, pension plans
complexity and alternative pension saving plans are important issues. The second
area is investment behavior and risk-taking. A key question refers to the allocation
of investments over high risk/high return and relatively safe assets. Bikker
investigates whether pension funds follow the life-cycle hypothesis: more risk and
return for pension funds with young participants. Many pension funds are rather
limited in size, which may raise the question how financially sophisticated the
pension fund decision makers are: rather professionals or closer to unskilled
private persons? The third field concerns two regulation issues. How do pension
fund respond to shocks such as unexpected investment returns or changes in life
expectancy? What are the welfare implications to the beneficiary for different
methods of securing pension funding: solvency requirements, a pension guarantee
fund, or sponsor support? This groundbreaking book will challenge the way pension
fund economics is thought about and practiced.

Changing Scenes
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Sustainability Strategies
'Labor Markets and Social Policy in Central and Eastern Europe' summarises social
policy reform during the transition and EU accession and analyses the social policy
challenges which continue to face both old and new member states. Specifically,
the book amplifies two sets of arguments. First, social policy under communism
was in important respects well-suited to the old order andprecisely for that
reasonwas systematically badly-suited to a market economy. Strategic reform
directions thus followed from the nature of the transition process and from
constraints imposed by EU accession. Secondly, successful accession is not the end
of the story: economic and social trends over the past 50 years are creating strains
for social policy which all countriesold and new memberswill have to face.This
book will be of interest to readers interested in social policy, particularly those with
an interest in the process of post-communist transition, in EU accession, and in
future social policy challenges for the wider Europe. It should be of interest to
academics in departments of economics, social policy and political science, and to
policy makers, including government advisers and civil servants.

The Development of International Monetary Policy
In the collective psyche, a financier is a capitalist. In managerial capitalism, the
notion of the ‘manager’ emerged, and the role of the manager was distinct from
the role of the ‘owner’. Financial capitalism is similarly underpinned by financiers
who are not the holders of the financial assets they buy, sell, trade or advise upon.
Finance at Work explores the world of financiers, be they finance-oriented CEOs,
CFOs, financial journalists, mergers and acquisitions’ advisors or wealth managers.
Part I investigates the professional trajectories of members of corporate boards
and financialisation as the dissemination of financial logic outside its primary ‘iron
cage’; Part II responds by studying financiers at work within financial occupations
or financial operations involving external actors; while Part III pursues the issue of
financial boundaries by seeking out the way financial logic crosses these
boundaries. Part IV takes back the hypothesis of differentiations within finance
presented in Part I, and analyses the internal boundaries of asset management,
wealth management and leveraged buyout (LBO) acquisitions. This book is
essential reading for researchers and academics within the field of finance who aim
to understand the ‘spread of finance’ in contemporary societies.

Doing Business in 2004
Long-term population monitoring is an important tool in our investigations of the
role waterbirds play in their environment. This book is international in scope and
presents information on species as diverse as the Common Loon, Harlequin Duck,
and Semi-Palmated Sandpiper, and habitat in locations ranging from Iceland to
Japan. Papers presented in this volume further our understanding of the important
role that limnology plays in determining habitat suitability for waterbirds.

Topics in Biomedical Gerontology
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The 2008 financial crisis led the whole world to ask questions of the financial
industry. Why are wages in the financial industry so high? Are bonuses responsible
for the financial crisis? Where do bonuses come from? Politicians and others urged
people to believe that the crisis was the price of Wall Street’s greed and blamed
the "bonus culture" prevalent in the financial industry. However, despite
widespread condemnation and the threat of tighter regulation, bonuses in the
industry have proven remarkably resilient. Wages, Bonuses and Appropriation of
Profit in the Financial Industry provides an in-depth inquiry into the bonus system.
Drawing on examples from France, the City and Wall Street, it explains how and
why workers in the financial industry can receive such large bonuses. The book
examines issues around incentives, morality and wealth-sharing among
employees, including the rise of "the working rich" – those who have benefited the
most from the high wages and large bonuses on offer to some employees. These
people have achieved wealth through their work thanks to new forms of
exploitation in our ever-more dematerialised economy. This book shows how the
most mobile employees holding the most mobile assets can exploit the most
immobile stakeholders. In a world where inequalities are rising sharply, this book is
therefore an important study of one of the key contemporary issues. It will be of
vital interest to those studying finance, banking or political economy.

The Knot Book
The popular image of Scotland is dominated by widely recognized elements of
Celtic culture. But a significant non–Celtic influence on Scotland’s history has been
largely ignored for centuries? This book argues that much of Scotland’s history and
culture from 1100 forward is Jewish. The authors provide evidence that many of
the national heroes, villains, rulers, nobles, traders, merchants, bishops, guild
members, burgesses, and ministers of Scotland were of Jewish descent, their
ancestors originating in France and Spain. Much of the traditional historical account
of Scotland, it is proposed, rests on fundamental interpretive errors, perpetuated in
order to affirm Scotland’s identity as a Celtic, Christian society. A more accurate
and profound understanding of Scottish history has thus been buried. The authors’
wide-ranging research includes examination of census records, archaeological
artifacts, castle carvings, cemetery inscriptions, religious seals, coinage, burgess
and guild member rolls, noble genealogies, family crests, portraiture, and
geographic place names.

Marathon Man
The Development of International Monetary Policy traces the development of
international monetary policy from mercantilism to quantitative easing. It has been
structured to present some of the pressing issues in international monetary
relations involving currency valuation, inflation, exchange rates, and regional
monetary policy. Additionally, it presents international monetary law as a basis for
understanding the concept of monetary sovereignty and the limits of state
autonomy in an interdependent world of legal arrangements. The book revisits
some controversial arguments about stagflation and expansionary monetary
policy, and it uses current time series data and empirical evidence to show why
theories about the trade-off between inflation and unemployment are not extinct.
Part of the concluding argument indicates that it is imperative for the international
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community to have a structure for monetary dispute resolutions involving
autonomous states. Notably, the author further concludes that fiat money will
continue to be a dominant unit of account, more so than crypto-currencies, into the
distant future. An accessible and practical read, this is book is a valuable resource
for postgraduates, academics and researchers of international trade, finance and
economics.

Swedish Social Democracy and the Vietnam War
A co-publication of the World Bank, International Finance Corporation and Oxford
University Press

Banking and Economic Rent in Asia
The first English-language collection to establish curiosity studies as a unique field
From science and technology to business and education, curiosity is often taken for
granted as an unquestioned good. And yet, few people can define curiosity.
Curiosity Studies marshals scholars from more than a dozen fields not only to
define curiosity but also to grapple with its ethics as well as its role in technological
advancement and global citizenship. While intriguing research on curiosity has
occurred in numerous disciplines for decades, no rigorously cross-disciplinary study
has existed—until now. Curiosity Studies stages an interdisciplinary conversation
about what curiosity is and what resources it holds for human and ecological
flourishing. These engaging essays are integrated into four clusters: scientific
inquiry, educational practice, social relations, and transformative power. By
exploring curiosity through the practice of scientific inquiry, the contours of human
learning, the stakes of social difference, and the potential of radical imagination,
these clusters focus and reinvigorate the study of this universal but slippery
phenomenon: the desire to know. Against the assumption that curiosity is neutral,
this volume insists that curiosity has a history and a political import and requires
precision to define and operationalize. As various fields deepen its analysis, a new
ecosystem for knowledge production can flourish, driven by real-world problems
and a commitment to solve them in collaboration. By paying particular attention to
pedagogy throughout, Curiosity Studies equips us to live critically and creatively in
what might be called our new Age of Curiosity. Contributors: Danielle S. Bassett, U
of Pennsylvania; Barbara M. Benedict, Trinity College; Susan Engel, Williams
College; Ellen K. Feder, American U; Kristina T. Johnson, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; Narendra Keval; Christina León, Princeton U; Tyson Lewis, U of North
Texas; Amy Marvin, U of Oregon; Hilary M. Schor, U of Southern California; Seeta
Sistla, Hampshire College; Heather Anne Swanson, Aarhus U.

The Rise and Development of FinTech
The 21st century witnessed major changes in the financial environment
surrounding bank regulators and banks. Banking and Monetary Policies in a
Changing Financial Environment delves into three of these developments and
challenges. The first change in the financial environment relates to the rise in the
number and sophistication of financial and economic crimes which shaped the
international regulatory architecture. New rules and regulations led to the creation
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of new strategies to combat these crimes, especially those concerning the spread
of more advanced money laundering methods and techniques, terrorist financing
after the 9/11 attacks, and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. The
second development concerns the global financial crisis of 2008 which drastically
affected the regulatory environment of various international and domestic financial
authorities causing major changes in bank lending and corporate governance
policies, and in the development of the Basel III accord on capital adequacy for
bank supervision. The third development manifests itself in the creation of a major
European monetary union without a fiscal union and a giant European central bank
impacting the conduct of monetary policy. This book combines theory, policy,
regulation and institutional approaches with empirical testing, analyzing
applications and case studies of various international regulatory authorities and
administrations, countries and jurisdictions, central banks and commercial banks.
This volume is suitable for those who study international finance, Banking and
white collar crime.

The Neurochemical Basis of Autism
This text examines in detail the issue of the underrepresentation of women, African
Americans, American Indians, and Hispanics in the computing disciplines in the
U.S. The work reviews the underlying causes, as well as the efforts of various
nonprofit organizations to correct the situation, in order to both improve social
equity and address the shortage of skilled workers in this area. Topics and
features: presents a digest and historical overview of the relevant literature from a
range of disciplines, including leading historical and social science sources;
discusses the social and political factors that have affected the demographics of
the workforce from the end of WWII to the present day; provides historical case
studies on organizations that have sought to broaden participation in computing
and the STEM disciplines; reviews the different approaches that have been applied
to address underrepresentation, at the individual, system-wide, and pathwayfocused level; profiles the colleges and universities that have been successful in
opening up computer science or engineering to female students; describes the
impact of individual change-agents as well as whole organizations.

Labor Markets and Social Policy in Central and Eastern Europe
The rapid growth in the number of options available for the management of
colorectal cancer presents the clinician with new opportunities and new
complexities. An explosion of understanding in the basic science that underlies
both the disease and its potential therapies has translated into remarkable
technological advances that can now be applied. So many specialties and
subspecialties have now been brought to bear that it is appropriate to attempt to
bring the expertise from these areas together in one volume, so that practitioners
in one aspect of colorectal cancer management can maintain knowledge and
expertise regarding the capabilities of other colleagues working in this disease.
Colo rectal Cancer: Multimodality Management provides a concise, focused, and
current review of the methodological and technological advances that have
recently occurred in the management of colorectal cancer. The book has been
divided into six basic parts. The first part, dealing with epidemiology and
prevention, focuses on the molecular genetic events that occur in the development
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of colorectal cancer, as well as on our understanding of dietary and environmental
factors, and possible strategies for prevention. Part II focuses on both diagnos tic
and therapeutic radiology in the management of colorectal cancer, dealing with
innumer able advances in imaging, and with the progress in the science and art of
radiation therapy. The third section deals with the surgical aspects of management
of colorectal cancer, starting with surgical pathology.

Pure-bred Dogs, American Kennel Gazette
"Bitterness is one of the most interesting and least studied/understood of all the
human tastes. It produces aversive reactions because it was originally associated
with the plant source being poisonous. In fact, it was considered a defence
mechanism for avoiding the ingestion of such harmful substances so that early
human survival was based on the knowledge and ability to discriminate between
edible plants particularly those with potentially harmful effects. With the advent of
modern technology our understanding of bitterness is far more sophisticated and
that we now know that not all bitter compounds are poisonous. In fact there are
many foods in which bitterness is quite acceptable such as in some cheeses and
beverages. In this book we have attempted to provide a comprehensive review of
bitterness, from the novel genes in humans responsible for the expression of
bitterness to methods used to remove or reduce bitterness in functional foods and
nutraceuticals. The book is organized into five sections. The first section covers the
biology of bitterness perception with Chapter 1 discussing the biochemistry of the
25 human bitter taste receptors of the TAS2R gene family. Chapter 2 examines the
physiological aspects of bitterness while Chapter 3 discusses human bitterness
from an evolutionary perspective"--

Historical Dictionary of the Gambia
By analysing the rationales for sustainability strategies, this book addresses a
timely question for managers, academics and MBAs: 'when does it pay to be
green?' Based on solid theoretical foundations and empirical research, it clarifies
the elements involved in the formation and evaluation of sustainability strategies
in firms.

Modern Monetary Theory and European Macroeconomics
Serendipity placed David Johnston on Mount St. Helens when the volcano rumbled
to life in March 1980. Throughout that ominous spring, Johnston was part of a team
that conducted scientific research that underpinned warnings about the mountain.
Those warnings saved thousands of lives when the most devastating eruption in
U.S. history blew apart Mount St. Helens, but killed Johnston on the ridge that now
bears his name. Melanie Holmes tells the story of Johnston's journey from a natureloving Boy Scout to a committed geologist. Blending science with personal detail,
Holmes follows Johnston through encounters with Aleutian volcanoes, his work
helping the Portuguese government assess the geothermal power of the Azores,
and his dream job as a volcanologist with the U.S. Geological Survey. Interviews
and personal writings reveal what a friend called "the most unjaded person I ever
met," an imperfect but kind, intelligent young scientist passionately in love with his
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life and work and determined to make a difference.

The status and distribution of freshwater biodiversity in IndoBurma
The increasing capital flows in the emerging markets and developed countries
have raised various concerns worldwide. One main concern is the impact of the
sharp decline of capital flows – so-called sudden stops – on financial markets and
the stability of banking systems and the economy. The sudden stops and banking
crises have been identified as the two main features of most financial crises,
including the recent Asian Financial Crisis and Global Financial Crisis. However,
how capital flows and banking crises are connected still remains unanswered. Most
current studies on capital flows are empirical work, which faces various challenges.
The challenges include how data has been collected and measured in each country
and how sensitive the results are to the data and the adopted methodologies.
Moreover, the links between capital flows and banking systems have been
neglected. This book helps provide some insight into the challenges faced by
empirical studies and the lessons of the recent crises. The book develops
theoretical analysis to deepen our understanding on how capital flows, banking
systems and financial markets are linked with each other and provides
constructive policy implications by overcoming the empirical challenges.

Recent Advances in Redox Active Plant and Microbial Products
There are many who believe that the popularity of running in America took off after
Bill Rodgers won his first New York Marathon in 1976. Certainly, his record is
unparalleled. "Boton Billy" is the only runner to win the New York and Boston
Marathons four times each, and the only runner to win all three of the world's
major marathons within a 12-month period. Now, in Bill Rodgers' Lifetime Running
Plan, the "King of the Road" offers practical and invaluable information that
runners of all ages and levels can apply to a lifelong pursuit of running. Along with
regimens and strategies specifically tailored for the different age groups, Bill
Rodgers covers the full range of issues and concerns for all runners--everything
from getting started to countering the effects of aging.

Bringing Climate Change Into Natural Resource Management
Reflects on developments in noninvasive electromyography, and includes
advances and applications in signal detection, processing and interpretation
Addresses EMG imaging technology together with the issue of decomposition of
surface EMG Includes advanced single and multi-channel techniques for
information extraction from surface EMG signals Presents the analysis and
information extraction of surface EMG at various scales, from motor units to the
concept of muscle synergies.

Colorectal Cancer
Nature endows us with a treasure chest of Green Gold full of amazing ‘redoxactive’ substances which interfere with numerous biological processes in our own
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body, in animals, bacteria, fungi and plants. Whilst such natural products are all
around and also in us, we still do not fully understand how these compounds
actually work. This book attempts to resolve some of the mysteries and riddles
associated with such products. Written by more than thirty international experts
from academia and industry, it places a focus on modern developments in this field
and considers such natural products from various angles, from their isolation and
characterization all along to product development and commercialization.
Throughout, the reader will be confronted with modern approaches which enable
the efficient identification and isolation of new natural products, help to elucidate
their mode(s) of action and permit practical uses in Medicine, Cosmetics,
Agriculture, Industry and as functional foods.

Surface Electromyography
This book provides a new methodological approach to money and
macroeconomics. Realizing that the abstract equilibrium models lacked
descriptions of fundamental issues of a modern monetary economy, the focus of
this book lies on the (stylized) balance sheets of the main actors. Money, after all,
is born on the balance sheets of the central bank or commercial bank. While
households and firms hold accounts at banks with deposits, banks hold an account
at the central bank where deposits are called reserves. The book aims to explain
how the two monetary circuits – central bank deposits and bank deposits – are
intertwined. It is also shown how government spending injects money into the
economy. Modern Monetary Theory and European Macroeconomics covers both the
general case and then the Eurozone specifically. A very simple macroeconomic
model follows which explains the major accounting identities of macroeconomics.
Using this new methodology, the Eurozone crisis is examined from a fresh
perspective. It turns out that not government debt but the stagnation of private
sector debt was the major economic problem and that cuts in government
spending worsened the economic situation. The concluding chapters discuss what
a solution to the current problems of the Eurozone must look like, with scenarios
that examine a future with and without a euro. This book provides a detailed
balance sheet view of monetary and fiscal operations, with a focus on the Eurozone
economy. Students, policy-makers and financial market actors will learn to assess
the institutional processes that underpin a modern monetary economy, in times of
boom and in times of bust.
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